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RUSSIAN LITERATURE AND THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE 

Mr Principal, ladi e s and gentlemen, o f the man y peculiar 

v ie ws of life that we obta in from Russian writers perhaps none 

is quite so peculiar as that of the no ve lis t, short-story writer 

and dramatist Gogel', who se ma jor idiosyncrasy is commonl y held 

to b e hi s distin ctive ab ili ty to co nte mplate l if e while l a ughing 

and weeping simultaneously. As I was co nt emplating life with the 

object of composing this inau gura l le cture, I was conscio us of 

the sa me mi xt ur e of emotions . The personal pleasure th at accrues 

from e le va tion to a Chair is , of course, considerable, bu t for a 

Professor of Russian it is i n evitab l y co l oured by th e peculiar 

spectacle with which life has confronted him in the last year. 

He i s obliged to ponder the fact that at the precise moment whe n 

t he h and of So,·iet friendship was be in g extende d to the people of 

Afghanista n, when Mr Pym was being exempted from the n eed to 

obse r ve his ca sh limit, and when the Civil Serv ic e was co mplaining 

abo u t the dearth of recruitable Russian speakers, his discipline 

was des i gnated by the University Grants Committee the most approp 

riate subjec t for~ 9rocess of unprecedented co n traction involving 

the closure of rourh l y half the Russian departments in Br i tish 

universities. This proposa l, initially e nshrin ed in the so - called 

Atkinson Report, marked, as you know, the culmination of the 

difficulties resulting from declining student dema nd t h at my 

discip lin e has experie nc ed over t h e l ast decade in almost every 

British, and indeed Western, university at which it is tau~ht, 

an d in the co n text of an educational system in which a c ontroll able 

hi ghe r level is depe ndent on a notabl y less co ntrollabl e low e r 

l evel a proposal of this kind was n atura lly predictable. At 

Swansea, of c o urse , we would seem to have lit t l e cause for c omplaint . 

:~ot only are we numbered amon f( the eighteen surviving departments; 

it i s also r ecommended that we should even be fortified by the 

transfer of Russian-teaching staff from Aberystwyth and, perhaps 

ultimatel y, Bangor and thus becom e the sole centre of Russian 

language-based stud i es in the Uni versity of Wal es . In addition, 

we co ntinu e to receive from the College the support t h a t it has 

bee n o ur goo d fort une and pri vile~e to enjoy throu 8hout the 

seventeen yea r s of our ex istence, and I am delighted, Mr Principal, 
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to have ttis opportunity of expressing publicly the profound 

gratitude for that support of my colleagues and myself. But it 

need hardly be said that the health of ?ussian at Swansea is 

ultimat e!~ dependent on the health of Russian nationally, and in 

col!lmon wit; , the majority of my fellow Slavists I find it difficult 

to envisage significant improvements in the national health of the 

discipline resulting from the UGC's pro9osals. The position of 

Russian la~guage-based studies in the universities will show no 

substantial improvement, one feels, until the r.overnment finally 

authorises the development for the first time in this country of 

a national pol icy for modern languages embracing both the secondary 

and the tertiary sectors - a policy aimed, inter alia, at redressing 

the bs ,lance in favour of those lan ,Iuap,:e.s li!c;:e Russian V/hich at 

p r esent are shrivelling in the long shadow cast by French. Only 

then will the discipline stand any chance of achieving in the 

universities the position that its self-evident importance and 

intrinsic ~erit justify, and we welcol!le the Atkinson lleport's 

criticisl!l c: the present imbalance. 

whether action will ens ue . 

I t now remains to be seen 

Naturally I could not have allo~ed th is occasion to pass 

without making some reference to these recent developments. But 

it is not l!lf 9urpose this evening to dwell on problems, e ither on 

the problel!ls of my discipline or on the more esoteric problems 

that co nc ern me in my personal research. I wish inst ead to take 

advantage o : the singular opportunity afforded by an inaugural 

lecture to step back for a change, to rise boldly, and perhaps even 

provocatively, from the particular to the general, and to survey 

the range o f one's discipline in an attempt to convey someth ing of 

its peculiar fascination and to identify some of its more distinct

ive, arresting and challenging characteristics. I wish to speak, 

in short, in rather general terms about the two parts of my 

discipline - about the literature that induced Virginia Woolf to 

renark in 1025: " if the Russians are mentioned one runs the 

risk of feeling that to write of any fiction save theirs is a 

waste of tir:1e" (1), and about the lan guafe which at an earlier 

sta[e of its develo~ment was described by the Elizabethan traveller 

Jerome Horse,• as "the most copius (sic) and elegant in the world" 
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(2) and which is now the nati ve tongue of perhaps the most powerful 

nation on earth and the native or second language of more than half 
the population of Europe. 

The self-evident merit of my title, which I was requested to 

submit some ten months ago, is that it l eft me with many possible 

an~les of approach when the time more recently came for me to fill 

the space beneath it. But from the beginning the juxtaposition of 

"Russian lit erature" and "the Russian language" was meant to co nvey 

a central concern with, and affirmation of, their interdependence, 

and for a time I toyed with the id ea of taking as my starting-point 

the assertion of the American linguist Edward Sapir that "the 

literature fashioned out of the form and substance of a language 

has the colour and texture of its matrix" (3). The implications 

of this c l aim, of course, are profound, and it could have served 

as the basis for an investigation of the kind that has often 

attracted me over the years - an investigation of the characteristics 

of Russian verse which are dictated by the prosodic, morphological 

and syntactic features of the Russian language . It would have 

drawn attention, for example, to the immense opportunities for 

subtle emotional colouri n g, unusu al semantic perspectives and 

rhythmic variety created by the so-called free word-order of Russian; 

to the virtually unlimited opportunities for person if ying the 

inanimate created by the assignment of words to different grammatica l 

genders; to the potentially dramatic force of the contrasting P.ussian 

verbal aspects which is perhaps most notably demonstrated by Pushkin 

in the contrasting portraits of Peter I and the humble clerk 

Yevgeniy in his last major poetic work The Bronze Horseman (4); to 

the in fluence of derivational suffixes and paradigmatic desinences 

on the cha,acter of Russian rhyme; and to the expressive potential

ities of word-boundaries in Russian poetry resulting from the 

variable position of the stressed syllable in Russian words - a 

feature that distinguishes Russian and the other two East Slavonic 

languages, Ukrainian and Belorussian , as well as the South Slavonic 

language Bul~arian, from the West Slavonic languages Czech and 

Polish and the South Slavonic Serbian. 

This is one approach that I could have adopted. Alternatively, 
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I could have made it my task to hi ghlig ht the benefits of a know

ledge of the language for an understandinr not only of Russia n 

poetry but even of certain major Russian novels. The names of 

fi c tional characters would have ~rovided a very simple illustration 

of the point. I could have referred, for example, to the insights 

that we obtain into Gogol's purpose and the complexities of his 

technique in his novel Dead Souls from the names of his five land

owners Manilov, Korobochka, Nozdryov, Sobakevich and Plyushkin, 

which are derived r espe ctively from words meaning "to lure", "box", 

"nostril", "dog" and "ivy". Similarly our surest insight into the 

drama of the protagonist of Dostoyevsky' s The Idiot is provided by 

the contradiction between the notions of "lion" and "mouse" 

conveyed by his Christian name Lev and his surname Myshkin. 

A third approach that I could have adopted would have involved 

the more speculative and hazardous task of attempting to relate 

certain distinctive features of the ~ussian grammatical system and 

lexical fund to pa rticular attitudes of mind wh i ch repeatedl y strike 

the foreign reader of Russian literature and accordingly promnt him 

to associate them with that intriguing phenomenon which the Russians 

still like to call the "Russian soul" (x>usskaya dusha) notl' 1i thstanding 

the fact that, R.ccordin~ to h2.rd statistics, use of the noun dusha 

("soul") has declined by some fifty per cent since the Bolshevik 

Revolution (5) . Again the drastic siP.;.plification of the system of 

tenses occasioned by the development of the much broader ver bal 

catef,ory of aspect is especially p ert inent in this regard, reflect

ing an inclination towards breadth of outlook and vagueness about 

time (6) which may perhaps be plausibly ascribed, at l east in ryart, 

t o geof,raphical facto rs. In addition, the r ete ntion of the ancient 

tri-~eneric systerr of nouns, of a ne uter gender as well as masculine 

and feminine genders, which distinf,uishes Russian not only from the 

Romance and most of the Ccandinavian lan~uag es , but also from the 

Baltic languages with which the parent language of the elavs, Proto

Slavonic, is thought by some linguists to have coexisted for a 

considerable ~eriod after the disintegration of Inda-European, may 

be taken to reflect a special sensitivity to the role of th e 

inanir.iate, o f forces beyond man's control, in human affairs, 

particularly when i t is viewed in conjunct ion with the uniquely 
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high incidence in Hussian of impersonal construct i ons which by 

definition assign the causes of events and exper ience to the 

unknown. One might also reflect in thi·s t· connec ion on the possible 
~i~nifica n ce of the substit uti on for the ancient opposition of 

animate and inanimate in the nominal and verbal syster.is of a 

progressively int e nsif y ing ODposition betwwen feminine and non

feminine. And comparab le stimuli to psychological s,eculation are 

furnished, for example, by the remarkable nrofusion in Russia n of 

words meaning "why" and by the absence from the lanrua~e•s lexical 

fund of indigenous resources for expression of the notion "to shock" 

and the attribute of "respectability", which are rendered by the 

frotesque barbarisms shokirovat' and respektabel 'nost '. 

All these various m~nifestations of interdependence between 

the lan~uage and the national psyche as reflected in the literature 

comprise fascinating areas of study which I was tempted to develop 

further. But although the Head of the Department of Chemistry had 

no compunc tion some years ago about initiatinr his audienc~ into 

th e mysteri es of the thermal decomposition of paraffin hydrocarbons, 

humanitarian considerations deter me from lik ew ise succurr:binp- to 

personal preferen ce and undertaking a similar initiation into 

linguistic and psychological mysteries of this obscure variety. On 

thi s occasion it seems rather more appropriate to adopt yet another 

approach to the subject - a broader anproach involving an examinat

ion of the interdependence of the lan g uag e and the lit e rature in 

the li ght of their parallel evolution. Euch an approach has t he 

obvious disadvanta~e of excessive breadth, but in addition to 

ensuring int e lli gib ilit y, it provides an opportunity to highlirht 

certain distincti ve features, ingredients and tensions of Russian 

literature by reference to the factors that cont ributed to their 
develoriment. 

In pursuit of this objecti ve we must be~in at the beginning 

and consider, first of all, the language in which the oldest 

Russian lit erature is 1·1r1·tten. •1 · t f d . . y poin o eparture is supplied 
by the statements on the modern f'.ussian lane;ua['"e of two prominent 

nineteenth-century literary figures - the poet and dramatist 

Kyukhel'beker, a. conteriporary and associate of Pushkin who is 
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thought by some commentators to have been the prototype of Lensky 

in Yevgeniy Onegin, and the novelist Turg enev. In a lecture of 

1821 - delivered, that is, in the year following the appearance 

of Pushkin' s first masterpiece, his mock heroic poem Ruslan and 

Lywimila - Kyukhel 'beker made the confident prediction: "Our 

languag e , which is a worthy competitor of Greek, will ha ve its own 

Homers, its own Platas and its own Demosthenes" (7). Sixty yea rs 

later, in 1880, by which time all the major nineteenth-century 

Russian novels except for Tolstoy's Resurrection had been written, 

Turgenev felt entitled to claim: "By virtue of its wealth, power, 

logic and beauty of form our language is accorded even by foreign 

philologists a position almost of primacy after ancient Greek" (8). 

The striking point is the enlistment in both cases of Greek, rather 

than one of t he major West - European languages, as a kind of gauge 

b y which to measure the virtues of Russian . The explanation, we 

can assume, is provided less by the classical education of the two 

writers than by histor y. 

The first written language of the Russians, which was adopted 

after the formal acceptance by the East Slavonic state of 

Christianity in its Eastern or Byzantine form at the e nd of the 

tenth century, was not only devised by Greeks; like the Cyrillic 

alphabet into which the original Glagolitic script was trans lit er 

ated in the ear l y tenth century in Bulgaria, it was also modelled 

on Greek. This is the language known as Old Church Slavonic - a 

written language imported from Bulgaria and created in the mid

ninth century on the basis of an Old Bulgarian spoken dialect of 

southern Macedonia by the Byzantine scholar Constantine who was 

later canonised as St. Cyril - and its introduction into the East 

Slavonic wor ld marked the beginning of an unique linguistic 

dualism. Initiall y confined to ecclesiastical usage, Church 

Slavonic became the dominant language of Russian literature, in 

which capacity it appeared with varying admixtures of vernacular 

e l e ments but retaining throughout the centuries the graphic, 

phonetic, morphological and lexi cal features that distinguished it 

from the East Slavonic vernacu lar known as Old Russian. The 

inevitable movement towards fusion of the two languages was checked 

by hist orical events - above all, by the Turkish invasion of the 
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Balkans in the late fourteenth century which prompted the flight 

to Russia of conservative South Slavonic scholars who were intent 

on achieving a complete unification of Church Slavonic literature 

in the South and East Slavonic co untries and thus on purging 

Russian Church Slavonic of all local "impurities". The gulf 

betw ee n the literary and spoken languages was consequently restored, 

and Old Russian was used thereafter almmost exclusively for purely 

functional, non-literary purposes, such as administrative and legal 

documents, diplomatic correspondence and private letters . Hence 

the term "administrati ve language" by which this wr itten vernacular 

is generally kno wn. 

This dualism of Church Slavonic and Russian persisted through-

out the three major periods of Russian history that followed the 

christianisation of the East S l avonic state centred on Kiev: the 

period that ended with the Mongol conquest in the mid-thirteenth 

century; the two centuries of Mongol occupation; and the period of 

the Muscovite state that extended from the mid - fifteenth century 

to the accession of Peter the Great in the late seventeenth . The 

force that undermined it was Western influence which made its first 

major penetration into Russia in Polish attire when the Ukraine 

was reabsorbed into the Muscovite state in 1654 after having been 

s ubject for three c~nturies to Polish rule and accordingly to the 

in .fluence oJ the golden age of Polish-Latin culture. The Ukrainians brought 

.w.Hh them two distinct fornJS of Church Slavonic: the liturgical or ecc l es iastical 

O1urch Slavonic which they had pr eserved in a notably purer fonn than the Muscovit e 

recension and, more significantly, an unfar.liliar adulterated form, pern1eated 

by polonisms, latinisms and germanisms, which had developed as a 

medium for secular literary genres that were totally unknown in 

Muscovy. The entry into Muscovy of this adulterated form of Church 

Slavonic, together with the secular literature with which it was 

associated, marked the first stage of the Western linguistic 

invasion which disrupted the centuries -old linguistic dualism. 

The second, mor e decisive stage was marked by the radical 

reorganisation and secularisation of the Muscovite state on the 

West er n model carried out by Peter the Great, which inaugurated a 

period of linguistic anarchy in which German, French, English, 
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Dutch, and Italian words were incorporated into the language not 

only to express the new Western ideas and concepts but even in 

many cases to replace the perfectly adequate indigenous linguistic 

resources that already existed. The effect of these developments 

was not to e liminat e Church Slavonic as a medium of literary 

expression, but rather to undermine its existence as a distinct 

linguistic system and thus to create the conditions in which the 

fusion of Church Slavonic and Russian could finally take place. 

The principles dictating the nature of this fusion or synthesis 

were formulated in the mid-eighteenth century by Mikhail Lomonosov 

in his so-called "theory of three styles", which allocated to the 

various literary genres and styles of writing distinct combinat i ons 

of phonetic, morphological, syntactic and lexical e l ements derived 

from the two langu ages. Two distinct linguistic systems were 

replaced by the distinct styles of a single language which derived 

its abstract and literary vocabulary from Church Slavonic and its 

lower vocabulary and its phonetic and morphological basis from 

Russian - a language which accordingly, though li v ing and modern, 

was directly linked with the Church Slavonic traditions of Muscovite 

Russia. Contemplating this language, Lomonosov was moved to remark: 

"Charles V, the Roman Empero1·, used to say that it is fitting to 

address God in Spanish, one's friends in French, one's enemies in 

German, and the female sex in Italian. But if he had been skilled 

in Russian , he would have added that it is a fitting language in 

which to address them all, for he would have discovered in it the 

splendour of Spanish , the vivacity of Fren ch , the vigour of German, 

the tenderness of Italian and, in addition, the wealth and 

descriptive brevity of Greek and Latin" (9). 

But altho ugh Lomonosov's "theory" marked the demise of the 

ancient linguistic dualism and laid the foundation on which the 

modern Russian literary language was created, another half-century 

was to elapse before a generally acceptable synthes is was finally 

achieved. Two developments in the second half of the eighteenth 

cent ur y were of decisive importance in this connection: the adoption 

by the aristocracy of the capitals, St. Petersburg and Moscow, of 

the literar y language in their everyday speech, which had the 

effect, of course, of facilitating the inte~penetration of literary 

,. 
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and colloquial forms of expression , and their increasing adoption 

of French for both colloquial and literary purposes during the 

period of the overwhelming influ e nce of French civilisation in 

the reign of Catherine II - a development which establ ish ed for 

the first time in the history of the Russian language a clear 

distinction of speech between the educated and uneducated classes 

and which led to the subject i on of the literary language to 

profound French influence. To the extent that this major develop

ment in the language of the aristocracy, the period of which is 

mainly associated with the name of the writer and historian 

Karamzin, was occasioned by the domina t ion of the spoken language 

over the written language, it was pla inly to be welcomed. Added 

i mpetus was given to the rapprochement of the two forms, and 

outmoded lexical and phraseological Church-Slavonicisms were 

rigorously ejected. But the de velopme nt also produced a serious 

impoverishment of the language b y prompti ng the scrupulous 

avoidance of ver nacular elements adjudged too coarse and vulgar 

for the tender ears of the gallicised cultural and social el i te. 

It produced , in short, a socially exc lusi ve col loquial and literar y 

medium which by the beginning of the nineteenth century, when the 

gentry and middle classes were beginning to play an active part 

in literary life, was pre dictabl y found to be too narrow and 

restrictive. The result was the deve lopment in the first decades 

of th e nineteenth century of a new synthes i s in the spoken 

languag e of Church Slavon i c, Russian and Western e lements in which 

the role of the Russian vernacular was notably extended, and it 

fell to Pushkin - above all, perhaps, in Yevgeniy Onegin (10) 

tur n this language to literary use. The art of Pushkin, in 
- to 

co nsequ e nc e, marks the birth not only of modern Russian lit era ture, 

but also of "standard Russian", of Russian as a genuine national 

language - a language which migh t be described as deriving its 

phonetics and the greater part of its morphology from Old Russian, 

appreciably more than half of its vocabulary from Church Slavonic 

(11), and its syntax from a mixture of Church Slavonic and Western 
European principles. 

Thre e main c on c lusions, therefore, may be drawn from this 

brief historical survey. The first is that the modern Russian 
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language is the product of a remarkably protracted conflict between 

the indigenous languag e of the Eastern Slavs and the contrast ing 

Eastern (or Church Slavonic) and Western elements with whic h 

historical developments brou ght it into co nta ct . Th e secon d is 

that t h e resolution of this co nflict was a prec ondition for th e 

birth of a s ignifi ca nt literature. And the third is that the 

Eastern eleme nt , in the form of Church Slavonic, has survived in 

t he lan guage to s u ch a degree that its present vocabulary has been 

described by one of t he most emin e nt Slavonic philol ogists of this 

ce ntur y as basically Church Slavonic with East Slavonic a dmi xt ur es 

( 12 ). Hence, p erhaps, the common inclination of Kyukhel' beker and 

Turgenev to co mpare the virt ues of the l anguage with those of 

Greek . To phrase our conclusions in this way is to pose the two 

questions to which we must now address ourselves: why is it that 

the various stages in the history of the Russian l anguage preceding 

the achievement of the f inal s ynthesis were inic i cal to the develop

ment of an important literature? And in what man n er are the balance 

of elements in the s ynthesis and the tension between t hem reflected 

in the literat u re of which it is t he vehicle? In other words, to 

what extent may these coexisting elements in the l anguage be 

correlated with the attitudes and modes of thought that give Russian 

literature its distinctive character? Again, of course , the subje c t 

is an imme nse one, and I can do no more here than concentrate and 

embroider on one particular aspe c t of it - an aspect that is 

relevant to one of the central conflicts of ideas in modern Russian 

lit e ratur e . 

Gi ven the position of Church Slavonic as the predominant 

literar y lang ua ge of the Rus sians for seven centur i es and its major 

importanc e as a constituent element of the modern lan~uage, we must 

clearly c onsider in the first instance the thought - world or 

attitud e s of mind that i ts introduction into Kievan Russia brought 

in its wake. Th ese att i tudes of mi nd, of course, were those that 

served to distinguish the Greek or Byzantine form of Catholicism 

known as Eastern Orthodoxy from its Western cou n terpart. Vladimir 

I 's choi ce of the Greek Church in the year 988, after he had 

rejected Islam ( according to one probably apo c rj '!)hal account) on th e 

grounds that hi s co untrym e n were too partial to alcoholic sus tenan ce, 
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transformedKievan Russia into a province of Byzantine culture and, 

in the opinion of some historians, even into a Byzantine vassal state 

(13), and thus paved the way for a dramatic enrichment of Russian 

cultural life. The results, however, were appreciably less 

spectacular than might reasonably have been expected. The cultural 

achievements of Kievan Russia in certain areas, particularly 

religious painting and architecture, were undeniably considerable , 

and initially at least there was a promising response to the 

cultural challenge. But however much Soviet historiography may 

seek to idealise the Russian beginnings, the stark fact remains 

that the blossoming of medieval culture took place not in the lands 

of the Eastern and Southern Slavs, but in those of the Latinised 

Germans and Celts . Indeed, the pre-Revolutionary Russian historian 

Golubinsky is prompted to comment on the seven centuries of Church 

Slavonic domination : "Literacy, not culture - in these words is 

summarised all our histor y for the va st period from Vladimir to 

Peter the Great" (14). Various explanations ha ve been suggested. 

It has b ee n argued, for example, that Rus s i a's e n e rgies were simply 

drain e d b y her continual, and ultimat e ly futile, struggles to keep 

at bay t he nomadic Turkic tribes of the southern steppe - the 

Pe c hen egs, the Cumans(or Polovtsy) a nd , finall y, the Tatars . But 

that, of course, prompts the question: how is it that the energies 

of the medieval Western peop l es were not similarly drained by 

tb~tr int erm inable feudal wars? And si nce the distance from Kiev 

to Constantinople was no greater tha n that whic h separated northern 

Europe from Rome, it see ms equa ll y un likel y that ge ographi ca l 

remoteness fro m the major centres of c lassical cu lture was the 

c ru c ial fa ctor. Despite the flowering of Byza n t ine humanism in 

t he ninth a nd tenth ce nturies, during the century from Photios to 

t h e sch o lar- empe r or Constantine Porph yrogenn etos which has be e n 

ca lled " the Byza ntin e Renaissance", ot her commentators have been 

more in clined to stress the intrin s ic defi c i e n c ies of Byzantine 

c ultur e - its conservatism, its senility, its lack of creative 

vita lit y (15) - and refe r e nc e i s also frequentl y made in this 

co nn ection to the relatively low prio rity assigned by the Eastern 

Church to intellect ual disciplin e an d logi c . But whatever view is 

take n of th e se factors a nd arguments, t he major ex planation in the 

e nd must c e rtainly be that thr ough the medium of Church Slavonic 
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Russia did not rec eive, together with Greek Christianity, either 

the classical culture of Greece or the classical, pre - Christian 

not ion of a sec ular society. 

Again the reasons are a source of heated debate . Some 

historians have blamed Byzantium, others the Russians themselves. 

But clearly an important factor was the very specific criteria which 

dictated the activity of the ear liest translators - Constantine, his 

brother Methodius and their disciples in Moravia and Mace donia in 

the ninth century, and the South Slavonic scholars assembled by the 

Bulgarian Khan Symeon in the early tenth, whose primary concern, of 

course, was to pro v ide th e Church with the means of maintaining 

itself among the newly converted p eop les. With the excep tion , 

therefore, of a few works on history and geography and a Byzantine 

treatise on poetics, Greek secular writing, both ancient and 

co ntemporar y, was almost totally ignored. Indeed, comtemporary 

Byzantine literature of whatever kind seems to have held little 

appeal for the translators (16). Their attention was focussed 

chiefly on the New Testament and on the kinds of text to be found 

in the libraries of the larger Byzantine monasteries, most notably 

the fourth-, fifth- and sixth-century classics of Gr eek patristic 

litera ture and the sermons and homilies of such major figures as 

Basil of Caesarea , Gregory of Nazianzus, John Chrysosiom and Ephraem 

Syrus - texts of an overwhelmingly practical, didactic and ascetic 

character which provided neither a stimulus to the development of 

theoretical inter ests and rational scie ntifi c enquiry, eve n in the 

theo logical field, nor an incentive to look beyond them. And eve n 

if such an incenti ve was awakened in the educated Russian, his 

position was plainl y very diff ere nt from that of the e ducat ed 

Westerner whose ecclesiastica l language, Latin, gave him immediate 

access to the cultural heritage of Greece and Rome. No such access 

was offered by Church Slavonic, even though it bore "the specific 

stamp of Gr eek civilization alike in its vocabulary and in its 

phras eo logy and syntax'' (17). Since few Russian s were inspir ed by 

Church Slavonic to turn to the Greek model on which it was based, 

the languag e erected for the vast majority an insurmountable barrier 

b etween the Greek ecc l esias ti ca l and cultural legacies. In any 

attempt, therefore, to explain the intellectual def iciencies of Old 
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Russian culture we must take into account not only the limited 

range of the Slavonic translations , but also the preference of 

Vladimir for a Church using Church Slavonic rather th an Greek -

a preference dictated as much by political cons id erat ions, by his 

insistence on retaining at least a degree of ecclesiastical 

autonomy, as by his wish to accelerate the conversion of his people 
( 1-8) . 

Togeth er with the Greek liturgy and scriptures, the indi cated 

corpus of Greek ecclesiastical lit era ture comprised the principal 

in gredient of the diet on which the Russian spirit was nourished 

for seven cent uri es . We are clea rl y e ntitl e d, therefore, t o look 

to it s prolonged cultural hegemony for an expla n at i on of at l e ast 

some of the distinctive attitudes and preoccupations of the great 

nineteenth-c ent ury writers. On~ t hink s especially in this 

connection, for example, of the conspicuously ethical and social 

bias of nineteenth-century Rus s ian literature, the origins of 

which can be plausibly traced, in part, to the particular recept 

ivity of the Russians in the formative stages of their cultural 

development to the sermons of St. John Chrysostom, which dwell 

exclusively on the ethico -r eligious meaning of the Gospel , on the 

virtues of agape or caritative love , particularly in its social 

as pect , and on defence of the deprived against the rich, while the 

equa lly popular writings of St. Ephra em Syrus laid a similar 

foundation for the wel l-known obsession of Russian writers with 

the notion of salvation through suffering, repentance and humility . 

It seems no coincidence that the first two indigenous Russian 

saints to be formally canonised - the sons of Vladimir I, Boris 

and Gleb - were martyrs (or, as the Russians call them, "passion

sufferers" ( str-astoterptsy)) who submitted meekly to the assassins 

despatched by their power-seeking brother Svyatopolk. From the 

beginning the idea of the virtue of non-resistanc e, of th e purif y ing 

merit of humility, suffering, passivity and death was de eply instil l ed 

in the Russian mind, ultimately to receive, of course, its most 

powerful expression in the novels of the writer described by Edmund 

Gosse as "the cocaine a nd morphia of modern lit erature" (19) , 

Dostoyevsky. And it may be not ed that the one surviving work of 

Old Russian literature in which the religious element is not so 
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immediately apparent and which towers above all others in every 

conceivable respect is a celebration not of a Russian victory 

in battle, but of a Russian defeat. I refer to the heroic epic 

The Lay of Igor's Campaign, in which an epic tradition of unknown, 

though probably Byzantine, origin (20) is fused with the historical 

sty l e of the Byzantine and Russian chronicles and with the oral 

Russian poetic tradition. Certainly the idea of hono ur, of 

personal value based on military accomplishments, whi c h was alien 

to Byzantine social et hics, is strongly expressed in th is work, 

probably explaining, together with its predominantly secular content, 

its relative neglect by medieval Russian readers and its survival 

in only a single manuscript which was itself a sixteent h-century 

transcript of the original and which was co nsumed in the Moscow 

fire of 1812 - fortunately, after a second copy had been made and 

the first ed ition had already been published. But conspicuous ly 

absent from the work is the feudal notion of honour through revenge. 

Although the ep ic ends on a note of joy, the pretext for rejoicing 

is not a compensatory Russian triumph, but simply Prince I gor's 

escape from his Polovtsian captors. The idea of revenge is totally 

eclipsed by the emphasis on suffering, on the suffering and 

humiliation of the entire Russian land. And here we perce i ve 

perhaps the most significant difference between this Russian epic 

and its Western counterparts. The source of the tragic effect is 

not the death of a struggling, doomed hero , but prec i se ly this 

repeatedly evoked pain of the nation. The protagonist of the ep i c 

is not Igor, but the russka ya ;:;emlya, the suffering Russian people, 

and in this subordination of the indi vidual to the collective we 

see an early reflection of the emphat ic ally social, impersonalistic 

aspect of Old Russian religious ethics, inspired, or at least 

reinforced, by Byzantine precept, that has exercised a decisive 

influence on Russian attitudes to the present day. 

Much has been written, of course, about the calam itous effects 

on the development of Russian cu ltur e of the Mongol conques t and 

occ upatio n which coincided with the Western Renaissance, and it is 

obviously undeniabl e that the almost complete cessation of political 

~nd cu ltural ties with Western Catholic Europe from 1240 onward, 

complementing the cessation of official ecc l es iastical relations 
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after the schism of 1054, was a historical disaster of the first 

magnitude. Yet even ignoring the fact that Novgorod, Pskov, 

Polotsk and Smolensk were spared the devastation inflicted on the 

other major centr es of Old Russian civilisation, it must be judged 

at least questionable whether the culture of the Russians, as 

distinct, for exa mple, from their conception of politics, would 

have evolved in a significantly different dir ectio n if the conquest 

had not taken place . The domination of the religious culture of 

East Rome was not int~rrupted by the co nversi on of Russia into a 

province of the Mongol Empire; on the contrary, it was actually 

enhanced by it, for during the two centuries of the occupation the 

Church became the ch ief focus of hop e, and it may be noted that it 

was during the period of Mongol rule that the nou n k:r>est 'yanin, 

meaning "a Christian", came to denote, as it does today, "peasant" , 

that is , the overw he lming majority of the Russian population. Nor 

was the continu it y of the cultural tradition interrupted by the 

sh ift of the geographical focus of Russian history in the twelfth 

and thirteenth centuries from Kiev and the basin of the Dnieper to 

the region of the upper Volga and the establishment of the Muscovite 

Tsardom. Far more important in its c ultural eff e cts was the 

Muscovite reaction to the Council of Florence and the Ottoman 

conquest of Constantinople fifteen years later - events which 

heralded the birth of the acutely xenophobic brand of post-medieval 

Russian nationalism, Russia's conscious appropriat i on of the 

Byzantine political heritage, symbolised by the marriage of Ivan III 

in 1472 to the ni e ce of the last Byzantine Emperor and his adoption 

of the imperial double-headed eagle, and the formulation by the 

official panegyrists of Holy Russia in the sixteenth century of the 

theory of "Moscow the Third Rome", destined for all time to replace 

the fallen Homes of Peter and Constantine. Fro m these events, which 

isolated Muscovy as the only Orthodox Christian co untry of any 

acco unt that was not s ubj ect to Muslim rule, we can date the 

development of that Russian messi an ic consciousness which was to be 

sustained through the cent uries and whi c h is a no less inalienable 

element of Bolshevik ideology than of the co ns ervatism of Dostoyevsky. 

And the corollary of this adoption of the Byzantine political 

heritage, reinforced by the examp l e of Mongol imperialism, was 

an in creasingly rigorous commitment to the religious, collectivist 
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ethos of t h e impoverished Russian recension of the Byzantine 

cultura: tradition (21), one manifestation of which was the marked 

increass in the number of copies that were made in Russia in the 

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries of ninth- and tenth-century 

Old Bulgarian texts (22). It may fairly be claimed, in short, that 

in the ~uscovite, as later in the Soviet, period culture degenerated 

to a very significant degree into a facet of the politico-social 

order ( 23). Its premises and preoccupations were dictated by a 

theocra t ic state that was quite impervious to the first stirrings 

of Western humanism and which, despite the blossoming of Renaissance 

culture in neighbouring Poland, resisted all in v itati ons to cultural 

change except in the solitary fie ld of architecture. Herein li es 

the pri~ary exp lanation of the intellectual poverty of Russian 

culture in the period from the mid -fift eenth to the mid-seventeenth 

centur: .- in which Soviet commentators, recently celebrating the 

comple t ion of the first millenium of Russian literature, have 

contri v ed to detect evidence of a "retarded Renaissance" (24). 

Yet just as Church Slavonic coexisted throughout the history 

of Old Russia with the developing indigenous language of the 

Easter n Slavs , so attitudes instilled by the Byzantine tradition 

naturall y coexisted with certain lingering survivals of the East 

Sla voni c pre - Christian past which have similarl y left a permanent 

imprint o·n Russian literature . In some cases these indigenous 

attit ude s "acted as a counterbalance preventing the full and 

unqu es t io ning absorption of the Byzantin e heritage" (25); in 

others the y seem to have provided a congenial basis for that 

process o f absorption. I shall limit myself here to mentioning 

just t wo o f the more pertinacious and better known elements of the 

pagan l e ~acy which are relevant to the conflict of ideas that 

primari l ~ concerns me, for they both suggest that the particular 

recepti v ity of the Russians to the social or collectivist bias 

of Byzactine ethics was determined by a similar bias in th~ir 

native tradition. The first of them is a powerfully expressed 

concept i0 n of social discipline, of the nation as a family - a 

concepti o n which can be linked with the Slavonic pagan cult of the 

dead as t he parents or ancestors of a kind of e ternal kinship

community denoted in Russian by the word rod ( " family", "kin" or 
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"clan") which supplies the roo t of the East Slavonic and Modern 

Russian word for "native land" rodinr, ("the land of the rod"). This 

anr.ient gens mentalit y, whic h seems to have precluded any signif 

icant consc iousn ess of the rights and vocation of the individual 

personality, is reflected not only in the continuing idiosyncras y 

which the Russians share with the Balkan Slavs of sporting two 

personal names, the second of which (the patronymic) is derived 

from the paternal name that it becomes increasin~ly anachronistic 

to call "Christian", and in the Russian habit of addressing even 

strangers by such kinship names as "father", "grandfather", "uncle", 

"brother" and their feminine counterparts, but most notably in the 

pre-Revolutionary popular practice of applying the title batyushka 

("father") eve n to the Tsar himself, wh i ch implied the extension 

of the kinship idea to the entire communit y . And it is indicative 

of the enduring vigour of this ancient conception of the nation 

that just as the moral implications of the rod cult are clearly 

sensed in the unknown author's appeal for national unity in the face 

of the Polovtsian threat in The Lay of I gor' s Campai gn, so eight 

centuries later the disunity of the nation is symbo li sed in 

Dostoyevsky's last novel by family disunity, by the disunit y of the 

brothers Karamazov which appropriately gives birth to the crime of 

parricide . 

The novels of Dostoyevsky also provide us with one of our 

clearest glimpses of th e second surviving vestige of the pagan 

Rus sian legac y that I wish to r e f e r t o. I hav e in mind that 

striking obligation that Ilostoyevsky makes incumbent on his errant 

heroes to perform the ritualistic act of kissing the earth - an 

act which appears to denote the opposite of the parricide in The 

Brot hers Karamazov, that is, the achievement of redemption through 

reintegration with the collective of which the earth is evidently 

a symbol. It is customary to r e lat e the faith in the earth's 

regenerative powers implied by these acts to Dostoyevsky's 

documented inter e st in the contemporary autochthonist creed known 

as pochvennic hestv o (literally "soilism"), which is usually link ed 

with Herder's idea of nati onhood and was canvassed by its 

proponents as an intidote to the roo t lessness of the Westernised 

Russian intelligentsia. But like so many other offshoots of 
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nineteenth-century Russian Slavophilism, pochvennichestvo derived 

its ce ntral inspiration from the ancient beliefs of the Russian 

people - from the cult of "moist Mother Earth" (syr aya mat '- zeml,ya) 

which from time immemorial has formed the basis of Russian 

popular religion. The pagan Eastern Slavs were not unique, of 

course, in concentrating on the earth their religious devotion to 

natural powers, but the character of this devotion, as reflected 

in folk songs, oral popular literatur e and surviving customs, was 

inde e d distincti ve in that the earth was venerated not for its 

beauty or purity, but almost solely for its more emphatically 

feminine, maternal attribute of fertility. Hence the popular 

practice in the area of Pskov as late as the nineteenth century 

of confirming marriages by swallowing a lump of earth. "The 

Sovereigi is father, the earth is mother ," reads the Russian proverb 

( 26). Inseparably associated with the rod, the national community 

of past, present and future , the earth was worshipped exclusively as 

t he source of life and, by extension, as the source of moral law. 

In consequence, the erotic aspect of the Earth-goddess revered by 

o ther peoples is conspic~ous by its absence from the East Slavonic 

cult. Aphrodite, to b orrow c lassical terminolo~y, is eclipsed by 

Demeter , from whose name , not coincidentally, derives that of the 

eldest of Dostoyevsky' s Karazrazov brothers, I::l!'.:i.triy, who appropriately 

quotes frcm Schiller ' s Das EZeusisc he Test the lin es: "For rr.an to rise spiritually 

f rom his baseness / I.et him enter into union forever / With ancient mother. ·earth" 

( 27). Together with the restored unity of the family or rod, restored union with 

the earth is Dostoyevsky ' s met aph o r o f restored national unity . The 

n:o symbols ar e v ir tua ll y s ynon ymous. Implicitly id e ntifi e d with 

the earth, the rod , the national col le ctive, is i tse l f acclaimed as 

the source of mora l l aw. 

But the novels of Dosto yevsky are not alone in testif y ing to 

the lasting vitality of this primitive Russian reverential att itud e 

to the earth's specifically feminine, maternal and spiritually 

revitalising attributes. It s endu rin g influence is apparent not 

only in the exce ptional veneration subsequently reserved by th e 

christianised Russians for the Mother of God, before whose image 

in bld Russian literatur e and painting the symbol of the Cross 

reced es rapidl y into the background from the mid-twelfth century 
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o nwards, but more generally in th e remarkably cons i stent reverential 

treatme n t of the f emale of the species by almost al l t he major 

Russian writers of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In 

Pushk in 's Yevgeniy Onegin, Gogol 's Dead SouZs, Tols toy's f/ar ar.id. Peace, 

almost all the nov e ls of Turg e nev and Dostoyevsky, the po e tic 

cyc l es of Blok, Pasternak' s Doctor Zhivago - in all thes e major works 

o f modern Russian liter at ure ideals are invariabl y embodied in 

fema l e form, in t h e form of h e roin es endowed with the same k in d of 

a l most primitive, sponta neou s, instinctive wis dom a nd u nd erstanding 

of l ife that enable Igor's wi fe Yaroslavna in The Lay of Igor's 

Campaign to commune wit h t he f orces of nature a nd to succ e e d with 

their aid, where the Grand Prince of Kiev Svyatoslav fai l s, in 

securing her hus band's salvation. From t h e pagan concept of 

Mother Earth, fertilised and sub lim ate d by the later Christian 

images of Holy ~omanhood, th ere seems to be a direct line of 

descent to the typical heroine of the Russian nov e l , who presents 

herself almost invariab l y as an incarnation of the virtues most 

highly esteemed by the religious culture of pre-Petrine Russia: 

humilit: ', compassion, self-abnegation ancl, above all, that 

instinctive sense of moral value which is acclaimed by almost every 

major Russ j_a:1 writer of the nineteenth centur y as the special 

attribute of the o r dinary Russian people. Like Mot h er Earth in the 

ancient myth, she is a symbo l of the colle c tive national "soul" , 

and in the recurrent co ntr ast between these heroines and the males 

who conf r ont them we e ncounter the symbolic form in which the battle 

is most graphically foug ht in modern Russian l it e rature between 

these time-honoured virtues and the imported ethos of the modern 
\'lest. 

"European cu ltur e, " wri tes D.H. Lawrence, "is a toothless 

thing in the Russia n s . With us it is our ve r y blood and bones, 

the very n e~ve and root of our psyche ... . With the Russians i t 

is different. They have only been inoculated with the vi ru s of 

European culture and et hi cs. The virus works in them like a 

disease . And th e inflammation and irritation comes forth as 

literature'' (28). The medical metaphor not only evokes most aptly 

th e essential characte r of the matur e Russian response to the 

Western influence which in the la te seve nt ee nth and eighteenth 
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centuries destroyed the homogeneity of Russian culture; it also 

conveys the major preoccupation of most of the great Russian 

~riters of the modern period, for modern Russian lit erature is to 

a very significant degree a critical examination of the ravages 

inflicted on the Russian spirit by the Western "virus". The 

deve lopnent oi this critical attitude may be viewed as the counterpart in 

Russian lit erary history to the achievement of synthesis in the Russian languag e, 

and the works of Pusbkin are · again the crucia l landmark. The _eichteenth century 

'>'13.S a period not 0£ Russian responses to the "virus" but of abject sul:mission to it, 

and the same spectacle of uncritical submission is often presented 

in the nineteenth cent ur y also by the Ru ssian intelligentsia's 

avid appropriation of Western ideas. But in the works of the 

century's most notable writers, who without exception stood apart fran the 

i:1telligentsia, we encounter a consistently criti cal response to those three 

r::anifestations of the "virus" - individualism, rationalism and mat e rialism - that 

represented a direct assaulton the relitious, irnpersonalistic, collectivist ethos 

whi-ch is the · most fundamental common feature of the indigenous and 

Byzantine strands in the pre-Petrine Russian cultural tradition. 

~e consequently observe in their writings how under the stimulus 

of the Western "virus" that tradition finally acquired in the 

c ineteenth century the capacity of inspiring a significant 

literature. From the beginning the conflict that is dramatised in 

the Russian novel in the relationship between hero and heroine is 

essentially a conflict between differing conceptions of the 

individual's role in . life and society. And it is testimony to the 

truth of Lawrence's words, as well as to the power of the native 

tradition, that however protracted and intensive the exposure of 

nineteenth-century Russ:ian writers to ;·.1estern cu ltur e may have been, the 

r e current conflict in their works is almost invariably resolved 

in the heroine's favour. Again and again the power of human 

reason and the individual will displayed by the hero is exposed 

as bankrupt, ineffectual and self - destructive on colliding with 

tne instinctive sense of moral law embod i e,1 in the self-effacing 

heroine . The same distrust of thought, of the masculine intellect, 

is voiced by a lmo st every major Russian writer, culminating in the 

cemorable expression of the typical Russian attitude to philosophy 

by Pasternak's Yuriy ~hivago: "In my· opinion, life and art should 

te spa ringl y seasoned wit h philosophy. To devote oneself to 
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philosophy alon .e is as strange as eating only horseradish" (29). 

Not surprisingl y, the manifestation of the "virus" that 

finally triggered off the development of resolute Russian anti

bodies was the Romantic movement - above all, the works of Byron, 

whose wi lful heroes make their first appearance in Russian attire 

in the early works of Pushkin. Pushkin's early narrati ve poems 

immediately confront the Western reader with that cur io us blend of 

the familiar and the alien that was to prompt Western critics some 

decades later to pronounce such sharply contrasting judgements o n 

those novels of Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy which Henr y James termed 

"fluid puddings " and "baggy monsters" ( 30). The transition from the 

first to the last of Pushkin's four "Southern poems", written 

between 1820 and 1824, is a lread y a transition from imitation to 

parody, and in Yevgeniy Onegin the Byronic hero is comprehens i vely 

dethroned. In the works of Pushkin modern Russian literature 

disp la ys from the beginning its character i stic tendency to treat 

individualisr:: , the pursuit of personal aims and personal happiness, 

as an infraction of moral law and accordingly to associate it with 

crime. Hence the murder of Zemfira by Aleko in The Gipsies, of 

Lensky by Onegin, of the Tsarevich Dmitriy by Boris Godunov, of 

Mozart by Salieri. Den Juan, Salieri, Boris Codunov , the Covetous 

Knight, Germann in The Queen of Spa des - all these heroes of Pushkin 

either perish or lapse into insanity after the crimes committed in 

the name of their self-assertion , thus anticipating the experience 

of Dostoyevsky's Raskol'nikov. 

Yet not without cause is Pushkin acc l aimed as the sole embodi-

ment mJonc Russian writers of the Renaissance spirit. In two of 

his most celebrated fictiona l portraits - the portraits of Peter 

the Great in ?oUava and The Bronze Horseman - the power of the indi v

idual will is indeed paeaned wit h a total lack of inhibition. The 

Bronze Horse"".cr,: begins with the most famous eulogy in Russian 

literature, and it s sub j ect is the act of autocratic will which 

more than an y other came to symbolise the brutal process of 

Westernisari o n to which Peter subjected the Muscovite state: the 

triumph o\·er · nature that gave birth to his resplendent, w 

looking capital St. Petersburg on the disease-infested ma 
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the delta of the river Neva - a city which with its long, straight 

thoroughfares intersecting at right-angles seemed to epitomise the 

emergence of reason from darkness and obscurantism and which has 

been described by one commentator as a "paradigm of the intellect -

ualized ego, the autonomous and alienated individual" (31). "Peter 

I is at one and the same time Robespierre and Napoleon (revolution 

incarnate), " wrote Pushkin in the rough draft of a political article 

of 1831 (32). Both Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky would have undoubtedly 

agreed, but Tolstoy's portrait of Napoleon in War and Peaae, the 

collapse of Raskol 'nikov 's "Napoleonic" idea in Crime and Punishment, 

and the agonies endured by Dostoyevsky's heroes in St. Petersburg's 

s~mbolic heat convey the traditional Russian response to the Petrin e 

phenomenon of the unfettered individual will. 

After Pushkin the power of the individual will was to be 

glorified in pre-Revolutionary Russian literature only in the 

romantic poems of Lermonto v and in Chernyshevsky's fictionalised 

socio-political tract of 1863 f-fhat Is To Be Done? whic h is commonly 

regarded as the worst novel ever written. With Gogol' - or, more 

precisely, with the imputation to Gogol's art of a cognitive 

function that many twentieth-century critics have vigorously 

questioned - begins the harnes si ng of modern Russian literature to 

social utilit y, and th ereafter self-fulfilment in the Russian novel 

was to be conceivable only in communal terms. Never again was a 

Russian fictional hero to be unequivocally eulogised for s uch 

attributes as strength, e n e rgy , vitality, passion. With the 

indicat e d exceptions, the whole of subsequent Russian literature 

expresses an uncompromising rejection of the secular, "Western" 

attributes of the great "Westernising" Tsar and reacclaims, through 

such figures as Tolstoy's Karatayev and Kutuzov and Dostoyevsky's 

"idiot", Zosima and Alyosha Karamazov, the impersonalistic social 

ethos of pre-Petrine Russian culture. Not only for Gogol', 

Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy, but even for so ardent a Westernist as 

Turgenev, whose debt to Pu ~hkin's art is so clearly apparent and 

who was credited by Dostoyevsk y in The Devils with caring more 

about the sewage system of Karlsruhe than a bout the destin y of his 

native land, the figure of the "s trong man" or "man of action" 

is an object of apprehensive contemplation and is duly condemned, 
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in the person of the nihilist Bazarov in Fathers and Sons to a 

premature, futile death. And for Goncharov too the phe:omenon of 

strength is so strange and unnatural . that he cannot even bring 
himself to embody it in a Russian. Alongside hi s celebrated emblem 

of 1russian impotence and sloth, the horizontal Oblomov, he olaces 
the unriv,ht, Te utonic Stolz, with th ·d -

a liv i n~, masculine indictment of h. 
e evi ent int en tion of creating 

is recumbent , effeminate hern. 
But the intention is subverted by · d. inera icable prejudice, by the 
contrasting tones of the two portraits, which suffuse impotence 
with warmth and eq t t ua e s rength with bourgeois complacency. Together 

with Tolstoy's prosaic, perfumed, fat - thighed Napoleon and the 

philosophy of histor y enunciated in the epi·logue f o flar and Peaae, the 
wooden, lifeless, efficient Stolz h · ens rines Russian literature's 
response to the titanic figure of Pushkin's Bron~e Horseman. 

Although Pushkin's entitlement, therefore, to be regarded as 

the founder of modern Russian literature has never been questioned 
the f. · ' iction of his most eminent successors expresses, either 

explicitly or obliquely, a categorical rejection of the harmon y 
0

, 

balance betwe e n confl" t· t icing a titudes to the individual that coexists 
in his art with the 1 · · t· inguis ic synthesis to which reference has been 
made, and it is tempt· t d ing o raw a parallel between this rejection 
and the predo minanc e of Church Slavonic e lements 

of modern Russian. In the literature , as in the 

pr e -P etrine heritage proved remarkabl y resistant 

in the vocab ular y 

languag e , the 

to c:1e Western 
"virus" . After h. fl t· is ee ing appearance in the works of Pushkin 

the free individual, ex ul t ing in the richness of life and of his 

own pe rsoaalit y, in the power f t h · 11 o e wi , the pleasures of the mind 
and the exper i e nces of the fl h · es , is either plagued by doubt, 
branded a rebel or hounded to his doom. In the fictional world of 
the Russian novel the Western concept of · d. ·d 1 in 1v1 ua freedom becom es 
a rejection of God , of moral principle an d of the social collective, 

the penalty for which is self-destruction. Hence the suicides of 

Anna Karenina and Dostoyevsky 's Stavrogin. "Ve ngeance is mine , 

and I shall repay, 11 reads the epigraph to Tol stoy's novel, and the 

victims of this vengeance are tho se f ree personali ties created by 
th e Russian imagination who, unlik e Pushkin's Tat'yana and 

Turgenev's Liza, refuse to submit to oppressi · ve circumstance, 
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stultifying dogma or age-old convention and defiantly stake their 

claim to personal happiness. Almost all t h e major works of pre

Re~olutionary Russian literature centre on Promethean gestures of 

this kind, which wi th few exceptions are ascribed to the perverting 

influence of Western ideas, and in every case the gesture is futile. 

Given the unbroken continuity, therefore, of the traditional 

Russian attitude to the West as reflected in the similar d~nouements 

of these fictional dramas, it seems, perhaps, more than a little 

ironic that the Russians should ultimately have been inspired by one 

particu lar Western creed, developed by two German thinkers and most 

powerfully promoted by revolutionaries operating in Western 

European emigration, to transform their political and social struct-

ure. Yet it is not so strange, of course, as appearances s ugg est, 

for Marxism commended itself to the heirs of both devout Russian 

Orthodox Christians and nineteenth - century Slavophiles not only 

as a Western creed that is a critique of Western civilisation, but 

equal l y as the expression of a fundamentally social, impersonalisti c 

v i ew of man. Hence the culminating apparition of a strikingly 

feminine Christ at the head of the column of twelve apostolic Red 

Guards in Blok' s poetic celebration of the Revolution The Twelve 

of 1918 . In the form of the feminine ideal, Christ and the twelve 

standard-hearers of militant Marxism the thr ee strands of Russian 

culture - the indigenous , the Byzantine and the Western - are tied 

into a single knot in a scene that marks a fitting conclusion to 

the history of pre-Revolutionary Russian lit erat ur e. The relevant 

entries in Blok's diary and notes convey the surprise, even dismay, 

with which he r e acted to his own creation, to this remarkable 

fusion of Eastern Christianity and ~e st e rn atheism (33), but the 

fac t remains that bringing to an end the St . Petersburg period of 

Russian history, the Revolution seemed to him, as to many others, 

to symbolise a final purging of th e Petrine l egacy, of the hopes 

and ideals of the Westernised intelligentsia, and a reaffirmation 

of traditional values. 

The silence of Blok's muse in the rem a ining three years of his 

life suggests a belated awareness of his err or of judgement, a 

belated awareness that in the form of Marxism with its vision of 
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of a wor ld rationalised to the highest degree the Western "virus", 

far from having been purged, was more deeply entrenched than ever 

before. We can hardly doubt that he was often reminded in these 

years of the truth proclaimed b y Dostoyevsky that the belief in 

the fundamentally social and rat i ona l nature of man leaves little 

room for the moral, spiritual and aesthetic dimensions of human 

life. And this same truth is loudly trumpeted by almost every 

major work of Soviet literature that is not a surrender to the 

imperatives of that Socialist Realism which Solzhenitsyn has 

defined as "an oath of abstinence from truth" (34) - by the poetry 

of Akhma tova and Mandel' shtam, by Zamya tin's We, Olesha' s F;nvy, 

Bulgakov' s The Master and Margarita, Doctor Zhivago , and the novels of 

Solzhenitsyn hiwself, for whom the true symbol of the change 

effected by the Bolsheviks was not the switch of capitals from 

St. Petersburg (alias Petrograd) to Moscow, but rather the trans

formation of one of the most enduring symbols of old Muscovy, 

the great So l ovetsky monastery, into the first of the new prison 

camp complexes of the U.S.S.R .. In the form of these Soviet 

novels, each of which may be viewed as offer in g a variation on 

th e theme of Dostoyevsky' s Legend of the Grand Inquisitor, the Russian 

struggle against the "virus" continues; the major difference is 

simpl y that now the negative pole of the recurrent contrast is 

represented no longer b y assertive, Westernised indi vidua ls, but 

by the collectively euphoric, sec ularised Utopia. Symbolising, 

like their precursors in the pre -R evo lutionar y novel, those 

perman ent. va lues, moral, spiritual and aesthetic, which from time 

immemorial hav e dictated Russia's distrust of human reason, such 

heroines as Bulgakov's Margarita and Pasternak's Lara are now 

portrayed as the incarnations of a tradition from which not the 

hero but ra t h er the colle ct ive has become fatally estranged. 

Viewed from this angle , therefore, the best of post-Revolut 

ionary Russian literature may be justly described as simply a 

differ e nt form of the infl ·amma tion and irritation that Lawrence 

di ag nosed. Th e critical response to Wes tern influence that began 

with Pushkin has continued to inspire not on ly the generally 

execrable pr oducts of Socialist Realism, but also, for sharp l y 

contrasting reasons , the most notable achievements of Soviet 
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writers, and it is well to note this unbroken . tradition - the 

tradition of conflict between East and West that developed on 

the foundation laid by the linguistic synthesis. Only one major 

aspect of this conflict has received my attention, but I hope it 

has sufficed to convey something of the fla vour of the discipline 

that I profess and perhaps even to infect the uninitiated among 

yo u with the potent virus of Russian culture. 
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